S = \qb ix) < y <</>+(x)i and the values fix) of its canonical conformai mapping onto a horizontal strip 7/= !|tz| < 1¡ are studied. Bounded oscillation (max Re fix + iy) -min Re fix + iy) = cA.x) = Oil)) is characterized in terms of </> , ç5+. A formal series expansion v = S yma (x) is derived for the solution to the Dirichlet problem on S and its partial sums are used to obtain formulas for the asymptotic expansion of / in terms of cb^, </>_. 
u(x) = u(x; f) = sup Re f(x + iy), zzjx) = zz_(x; /) = inf Re f(x + iy), co(x) = co(x; f) = u(x) -u(x).
Since we refer to co as the (real) oscillation of /, (absolute) bounded oscillation (near + oo) means co(x) = 0(1) (neat + <x). An alternate point of view, trivially equivalent but instructive, is that bounded oscillation means Re f(z) = Re fix + iy(x)) + 0(1) for some path x + iy(x). In this sense the strip acts like an asymptotic track for the growth of / and co is a bound on the error of the asymptotic estimate Re f(x + z'y(x)). We are also interested in two other cases where the growth of oj is of the order co(x) = o(l), co(x) = du(x)), which we term (absolute, relative) negligible oscillation.
Throughout most of this paper we shall operate under the additional simplifying assumption that S is symmetric in both axes, which means (Y) 8(x) = 6(~x) (y-axis), (X) ifiix) = 0 (x-axis). In the symmetric case (Y) and (X) we consider Sß = JO < y < díx)\ and the conformai mapping /(z) = w onto H = JO < v < 1 ) which leaves the prime ends -c«, 0, + oo fixed. 
Strips with condition (1) are called L-strips (of inclination zero) by Warschawski.
He shows that on such strips both
Im/U) = y/tf(x) + o(l).
Under the weaker condition of bounded 6-slope, which means 9 ix) = 0(1), he establishes an upper bound on Re /(z) and under the assumptions (1), (2) (6) J* KM I dt <oo,
Then the result is that, for x >_ x.,
where T = r(x, y), 77 = ij(x, y) are (for x > xQ) the unique solutions to the system of equations
r-öWe'ir)-1 + 0(r)0'(r)-1(l + 8'(r)2)1 /2 cos (27 arc tan 8'(r)) = x.
Condition (6) is essentially stronger than Warschawski's condition (1) in that it implies 8 has total bounded variation. This implies in particular that
If tan a = 0, this is Warschawski's condition. If tan a 4 0 then the simple change of variables z = e , ¿, = log 2, will carry the tail end of this strip onto the tail end of an L-strip. Hence the behavior of / in Sq in that case would be given, because of (3) 
One interpretation is that the condition is a weak form of bounded difference quotients of Oix). Indeed, we note that 9 ix) = 0 (1) 
for Dk = dh/dxk and explicitly by the formula a. Consider the quadrangle Qgit) = \0 < x < t,0<y < 8(x)\ and the associated family Tq = T(Qg(t)) of arcs y which lie in Q = Qa(t) and separate its vertical sides. Let the module of YQ he denoted by any of the symbols m(t) = me(t) = m(Qe(t)) = m(rQ).
It follows from the conformai invariance and monotoneity properties of modules that bounded oscillation is equivalent to the condition
where co(x) bounds the error. We prepare for our proof by noting that In general if 8 has one finite value, say 0(0), then let z3 " = {cx: 8(0) < x < if, t > 8(0), c = \\z\ = s, 0 < arg 2 < 77/2 i and obtain, from rnYg > mA", the inequality m e(t) > (2/7z)log (t/8(0)), from which (33) follows.
b. We shall prove in this subsection that (35) 772ö(r) < u(t) -z7(0) + 2 if t>t0.
To prove this we recall from [7, argument on p. 665 with a = l] that (36) if y_(t) -ü(0) <-1, then mg(t) < 1.
But we have assumed (33) that 772^(7 > 1 so ¡¿it) -u(0) > -1 and by [7, formula (2), p. 665] our formula (35) holds. «-_= ix = t -a_, 0 < y < 2M(/)i U j/ -a_ < t < c_, y = 2M(/)I, jß_ = Sx = c_, 6ic_) < t < 2Mit)\, y_ =ir_<x < /, y = 2M(/)Sujx = r, 0 < y < 2M(/)¡; >+ = ix = /, 0 < y < 2/Vl(/)i U i/ < x< c + , y = 2M(/)!, /S+ = ix = c + ,ö(c + )< y<2M(/)i, a+ = \c+< x < t + a + , y = 2MÍt)\ U ix = / + a + , 0 < y < 2M(/)i.
Figure 2
We then consider four cases according to the location of the initial point y(0) £{y =0i. I. y(0)< i-e_. II. t -a_ < y(0) < t.
III. t < y(0) < t +a+.
IV. z-+ zz+<y(0).
In cases
I, II, y begins in ÍRe z < t\ and we assumed that y must meet ¡Re 2 >_ t\. In cases IV, III, y begins in ÍRe z >_ t\ and it must meet ÍRe z <_ t\ because the continuum {z £ S g <_ Re f (z) = u(t)\ blocks every other path from |y = 0Î to iy = 0(x)| in T (in these two cases). From this point on the argument is symmetric ("in the line ÍRe 2 = /i") with case I corresponding to case IV and case II to case III. Hence we need only present cases I and II.
I. y(0) < / -a_. Since y must meet ÍRe z >_t\ it must contain a subarc in B n ÍRe z <_ t\ -ß_ which connects a_ to y_. Since this subarc's Euclidean length is at least L(t) we have (40).
II. t -a_ < y(0) < t. There are four subcases.
A. An initial arc of y connects iy = 0i to a_ in ÍRe z < l\ n B .
Because y eventually meets ÍRe z > t\ the argument of case I applies to this y.
B. An initial subarc of y meets ÍRe z > t\ and then connects to a_ in B . This subarc has Euclidean length at least L(t).
C. An initial subarc of y connects iy = 0i to ilm z = 2zM(z")i U ÍRe z = t + zz+i in B and has Euclidean length at least M(t) >_ L(t). proves the oscillation is unbounded.
e. Comment. The sufficiency is a "hard" analytic inequality proof, the necessity is a "soft" analytic proof.
A "hard" analytic proof of the necessity would be more enlightening. Belinski. Its conclusion is that h(£j) = ¿, + X + 0(1 ). Consequently / = g + À + 0(1).
b. Our source for this theorem will be the book Quasikonforme Abbildungen by Lehto and Virtanen [9] . However, we want to sharpen its statement (as it appears there) for two reasons. First, we wish to make it a "hard" explicit theorem, so we must compute certain constants. Second, we wish to emphasize that as we take g closer to being conformai the corresponding constant A -> 0 and the error term -> 0. This will not require a change in the proof.
We assume that w = 7>(£) is a quasiconformal mapping of H onto H with complex dilatation pi£) such that
kit) = sup 1^)1 <1 (all 0, |<f|>i (45) /(/) = f( |»j(0| ¿Cd* < 1 (all t).
A. E. OBROCK [November
We shall let K(t) = (1 + k(l))/(l -k(t)). We recall [7, p. 67] where, for 0 < r < 1, K > 1,
dx.
Hence if (47) ¿M=o ( The proof is in [9, pp. 230-244] . However, to obtain this explicit $ we must first compute a Holder constant "C" which appears in [9, (6.25), p. 238] .
Use the fact that T(Ç) = (le77^ -l,/(ieni + i) maps 77 onto E = i|z| < 1 ¡ to obtain, from the Holder inequality on the unit disk, the fact that Thus \piz; fN)\ = |ij(£ /-1)] for £ = fNiz) implies that h = f o f~ 1 is a 
